social lives are seen to have been heavily marked by the experiences of obtaining and keeping credit. 8 Most case studies have defined defamation, and by association honour, as something peculiar to early modern England. Indeed, only a few case studies have drawn on evidence from north of the border.
9 England seems to have witnessed a steady rise in defamation litigation in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, then a sharp decrease in cases by the mid eighteenth-century. J.A. Sharpe, drawing on litigation in York, found that the willingness to wage law in support of reputation and good name was essentially a feature of the years 1560-1730. 10 Similarly, R.A. Shoemaker found a long decline in defamation litigation in the church courts of London beginning in the seventeenth century.
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The bulk of recent research on honour and defamation has focused on gender, and particularly on the sexual language of insult waged against women. Drawing on church court records, historians have found remarkably high numbers of women acting as plaintiffs in defamation cases. 12 Drawing on this evidence, it has been asserted that for women, honour depended primarily on sexual morality, while for men, issues of honesty and trust within business were more important. 13 Further studies challenged these simplistic gender boundaries by suggesting that men were also vulnerable to accusations of sexual misconduct and that women's reputations did not rely solely on chastity. 14 But in making these assertions, scholars have not always been careful to heed the limitations of the court's evidence. Because of the overwhelming numbers of women in court, the records do not allow for a comparison of male and female reputations. Furthermore, English church courts were restricted to cases of a moral or spiritual nature and these seem to have been confined primarily to sexual offences. For example, if a woman was called a thief and a whore, only the word whore was actionable. 15 Additionally, gender has often been discussed in isolation from other categories of analysis such as rank and occupation, when in fact an individual's honour related to both.
A case study of defamation drawn from eighteenth-century Scotland can add new dimensions to the existing historiography in important ways. First, because cases of defamation in Edinburgh are drawn from a distinctive legal context, they provide new types of evidence contributing to ongoing debates about gender, reputation and the changing nature of urban credit amongst the middling sorts in Britain. Second, such a study can enhance our understanding of Scottish economic culture, drawing on some of the methodologies and insights developed in the English historiography. While credit has been of interest to English historians for some time, we have a less clear understanding of early-modern Scotland. The limited work on Scottish credit has tended to focus on women, neglecting the gendered experiences of men within the Scottish marketplace.
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In considering all incidents of scandal brought before the court from 1710-70, this study is based on a sample of 113 cases that yield considerable evidence, both qualitative and quantitative, about the nature of reputation within this urban space. Both pursuers'
[plaintiffs'] complaints and defenders ' [defendants'] responses are used to think about 15 Capp, When gossips meet, pp. 252, DesBrisay and Thomson, 'Crediting wives'; Leneman, 'Defamation in Scotland'.
Figure 1. Number of defamation cases compared to total business of the Edinburgh consistory court during the long eighteenth century.
Source: National Archives of Scotland, Edinburgh Commissary Court, Consistorial processes, 1680-1800. CC8/6/26-1097.
The gender composition of cases was overwhelmingly male throughout the period of study (table 1) , and both men and women were most likely to sue others of the same sex (table 2) . That men came to court as both the insulters and the insulted in much greater numbers than their female counterparts again stands in distinct contrast to the London courts. Given the gender composition of cases, Scottish evidence offers an opportunity to explore male constructions of reputation and honour, an opportunity that Joint husband and wife (%) 10.6 9.7 11.5
Source: National Archives of Scotland, Consistorial processes, 1710-1770, CC8/6/154-482. In terms of rank and occupation, the court attracted most of its business from a narrowly defined group of lower-middling tradesmen. The self-defined occupations and designations of those who appeared in court can be divided into roughly 9 categories ranging from common labourer to gentleman. Table 3 shows that the extremes of the social scale-gentlemen, labourers, and sailors-held only a minor presence in the court.
Most litigants came from the ranks of small traders and craftsmen, who made up about 30
per cent of Edinburgh's middle ranks. 19 In contrast to London, where the middling sorts came to court to defend their reputations in lesser numbers over the course of the eighteenth century, choosing not to 'air their dirty laundry in public', in Edinburgh these ranks continued to patronize the court, while the lower orders never assumed a significant presence. The tendency of middling individuals to sue other middling individuals does not suggest that a good name was more important to the middle ranks of society than to others, nor that middling men were not vulnerable to public insult by the lower orders.
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Rather, middling sorts were probably more likely to take an interest in regulating the behaviour of others of a similar station, on whom they were closely bound through financial and social relations. As Margaret Hunt has suggested, the interdependencies created by credit economy made middling people "more concerned about the morals of people who were their equals, at least in contractual terms, than they were with the morals of their social inferiors".
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The continuing taste for litigation by middling individuals reflected the changing social and economic conditions that they faced in Edinburgh. Most defamation litigants were part of a humble but upwardly mobile trading community that benefited from the city's growing affluence as a legal, administrative and consumer centre. The service and trading industries expanded, catering to the demands of the city's growing numbers of professionals and highland gentry. 22 But while Edinburgh offered opportunities for success, tradesmen were also vulnerable to market fluctuations and periods of economic crisis that punctuated the period. 23 Periodic political conflicts arose as artisans became increasingly dissatisfied with the powerful oligarchy of merchants who continued to 21 Hunt, Middling sorts, 40-1. 22 Nenadic, 'Rise of the urban middle class ', Idem, . 23 Houston, 'Economy of Edinburgh'.
control trade and city politics. 24 The loosening of guild regulation resulted in demarcation disputes and conflicts between free and unfree traders. 25 In this environment, court litigation provided lower-middling commercial men with ways of protecting their honour and of furthering the interpersonal conflicts that inevitably resulted from these economic and social tensions.
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Further research into contemporary usage of Scotland's legal system would help explain the patterns of litigation before the consistory court, however, a combination economic conditions and Scottish legal jurisdictions seem to have played a role. This article will begin by outlining the unique jurisdiction of the Scottish consistory court, and how it shaped the nature of nature of defamation cases. It will then address constructions of reputation as revealed by the language of insult and the social behaviour described in the cases. Finally, though constructions of reputation remained consistent throughout the period, the article will consider how the nature and forms of social credit changed over time.
Of course, litigation does not offer unmediated or unprejudiced access to the social behaviour of the men who came to court. There were two essential ingredients that made slander actionable in the consistory courts: the affront, and malicious intent. 36 Court cases were structured around proving these two points. The affront referred to the occasion and nature of the insult. In order to be actionable it had to be public. In intent, slanderous words had to be spoken not just in passion or passing, but with the design of causing real damage to the recipient.
Whether the slanderous expressions spoken were true seemed to have made little difference to the court. They needed only to be damaging and specific in their charge. As James Fergusson, a contemporary legal commentator described, Such reproaches are deemed actionable, not when they consist in general expressions, but in as far as they charge particular crimes, faults, or blemishes, which bring a man's life, his fortune, or moral character into question, to the effect of harassing his mind, or of subjecting him to patrimonial loss or damage.
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The continuing emphasis on malicious intent probably contributed to the popularity of defamation litigation through the eighteenth century. Because most parties were engaged in long-term disputes, proving malice was never difficult, and initiating a case nearly always resulted in a positive outcome for the pursuer. Numbers of defamation cases fell in the early nineteenth century, when the shift to strict liability required pursuers to prove detailed financial loss.
38 35 Unfortunately, defamation material in the sheriff court and kirk sessions is unlisted, and there are no extant case papers from the justices of the peace covering the period of study. The nature of defamation suits before these courts are therefore unknown. 36 Fergusson, Treatise p. 229. 37 Ibid., 234. 38 Blackie, 'Defamation', 656-662.
Initiating a case before the Consistories was a significant financial investment.
The expenses associated with pursuing a case were at least partially responsible for limiting the court's business to middling tradesmen and craftsmen. The dues of posting a libel (the first and only necessary step in a case) cost 7s., the equivalent of one half day's wages for a wright or mason, or one day's wages for a labourer. 39 In reality, expenses of plea ranged from £1 to £41, with an average of around £3. The cost of coming to court varied depending on the duration and complexity of a case. In Edinburgh, about half of all cases reached a verdict, meaning that they were lengthy and fought until the end. This figure also stands in contrast to London, where 14 per cent of cases from 1700-10 and seven per cent from 1735-45 went to sentence. 40 Litigants coming to the Edinburgh court had to be prepared to spend tens of pounds on a case. But for many, defending their reputations was a financial investment worth making, and fighting a case until the end usually guaranteed a positive outcome for the pursuer. In nearly all cases reaching a final verdict, the libel was declared proven and the defender was obliged to read a 'palinode' or public recantation before the kirk, restoring the honour of the injured party and shaming the defamer. In the 1790s, the palinode was abolished, and guilty parties were asked only to pay damages and a fine.
41

II
Men and women came to the court to defend themselves against a variety of insults and verbal injuries. Slanderous words suggest that credit was composed of a combination of assessments of social, economic and moral factors. Contemporaries used a variety of terms when speaking about their reputations. Virtue, honesty and character referred to moral standing, while rank and quality referred to a person's worldly position.
Credit, meaning a person's reputation for financial solvency, conflated these moral, social and economic assessments. 42 Credit was achieved through behaviour and actions in public and in business as well as in the home. The credible, middling male tradesman was honest, fair dealing, sociable, provided for his family and adhered to codes of appropriate sexual behaviour. The components of credibility both overlapped with and diverged from female credibility in important ways. Figure 2 shows the frequency insults brought to the consistory court according to gender. These statistics show that there was variation between the insults waged against women and men, though overlap between them suggests that male and female honour was not 'wholly incommensurable' as Laura Gowing has suggested. 43 Men were slandered with a greater range of insults than women. At least 23 different categories of insult were waged against men, while only 15 were waged against women. The biggest point of divergence between male and female honour was sexual. Only about five per cent of insults waged against men as opposed to half of insults against women were sexual in nature. However, this figure stands in stark contrast to English case studies, where insults of women were overwhelmingly sexual.
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Figure 2. Gender composition of insults brought before the consistory court. 42 Dabhoiwala, 'Construction of honour', p. 204. 43 Gowing, 'Gender and the language of insult ', p. 19. 44 Gowing, Domestic dangers, pp. 62-3.
Source: National Archives of Scotland, Edinburgh Commissary Court, Consistorial processes, 1710-1770. CC8/6/154-482.
There is not necessarily a correlation between the number of cases and concern for sexual reputation. While sexual insults were not normally waged against men, their reputations depended on all aspects of their character, including sexual honesty. 45 Sexual looseness was equated with looseness in lending and borrowing, and 'whoring' was believed to lead to extravagance and non-payment of debts. While sexual reputation was clearly important to both female and male credit, the most common terms of insult waged against men alleged theft, villainy, cheating, knavery and dishonesty. While these were all somewhat generic terms of abuse, they also related directly to the attributes of good business. The most important attribute for a person engaged in commerce was honesty, and Daniel Defoe included a whole chapter on it in The Complete Tradesman. Notions of honesty underpinned about half of the slanderous words brought to court by men, and they were often invoked if a customer felt that the quality of a tradesman's products was inferior or his prices too high. In 1711,
George Campbell declared at the market cross of Edinburgh that Alexander Campbell, a wig maker, was a 'damned cheat and a common cheat'. George claimed that he had purchased a wig for three pounds 'entirely upon the pursuer's word' that it was a 'good and sufficient and marketable ware worth that price', but it turned out to be of poor quality. When Alexander refused to make a 'just reparation for the fault done him', George retaliated with the most effective weapon in his arsenal, words ruining the wigmaker's reputation for just dealing. Though honesty and good business were essential to male credibility, these virtues were not unique to men. Indeed, women were slandered with professional insults in only slightly lower numbers than they were sexually insulted. Thievery ranked in the top four most common insults used against both men and women. Female servants were especially vulnerable to accusations of theft, especially by their masters, and they claimed that these insults had an adverse effect on their livelihoods. When Christian Rutherford was accused of stealing a brass candlestick from her masters, she told the court that their words 'loaded her with dishonestie'.
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In insults based on honest business, male and female reputation clearly overlapped. But turning to insults based upon status, a point of divergence becomes clear.
For commercial men, occupation and rank formed an important component of honour and credit. Insults debasing status were waged primarily against men and not women. Masculine credit was not only established through public activity such as business and good deeds, but also through appropriate patriarchal engagement with family and home. Prescriptive texts of the period articulated men's relationships with the home through a model of oeconomy, which emphasised authority, management of the family and economic provision. 77 Studies have suggested that such prescriptions were both unattainable for most men and that they were contested by counter-codes of conduct.
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Even if they cannot describe everyday practice, these ideals formed potent categories for evaluating men's credit both within the courtroom and in the marketplace.
Several men prosecuted insults insinuating that they were unable to provide for their families through good business. Business failure and bankruptcy were framed in gendered terms that linked failure in trade with failure at home. deeper than calling a man a forger or a thief. They questioned the moral fibre of the men in question as patriarchs, suggesting that they were unfit to wield the power, influence and honour they had gained as independent heads of household.
As the heads of households and the legal proprietors of moveable goods, it is unsurprising that men ended up in court as both pursuers and defenders most often.
However, their tendency to appear in court alone can give the false impression that men's reputations were constructed independently of their families. If, as Muldrew suggests, the family was the unit of credit, then the family should also be considered the unit of reputation. 84 It is important that we recognise male and female honour not only as overlapping or divergent, but as interdependent within the context of the family economy.
Litigants testified that the insults waged against them had consequences for their families. Indeed, male honour and reputation depended not only on a man's own actions, but on the behaviour of other members of his household, including wives, children and other dependents. Naomi Tadmor has shown that servants, apprentices and lodgers were considered 'family' and that their behaviour was interpreted as 'familial actions'. 91 Men responded to the dishonourable behaviour of dependents by dismissing them, distancing them, or even prosecuting them at court. Several actions of scandal were brought against men in positions of patriarchal authority who had attempted to distance themselves publicly from dishonourable dependants through gossip or insult. Some masters dismissed servants upon finding them engaged in theft or sexual misbehaviour. In 1720, when the servant Helen Whyte was found to be pregnant, her master turned her out and scandalised her by making the event public. 92 In 1716, the writer Thomas Russell made public that his servant had stolen a shovel and corn from another man's barn and dismissed him from service. The servant later sued Russell for ruining his credit.
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Family credit spread beyond members of a household to span generations. Because both honour and dishonour could be inherited, the families of Scottish middling men continued to manage their reputations posthumously. 94 In one case a family fought a defamation case to recover the honour of their deceased father, George Fall. Fall, a writer
[solicitor], had raised a case in 1742 against a merchant for saying that 'there was not an came to an end. A year later, his children picked up the case. In so doing, they felt that they were 'acting a right part in supporting and maintaining the reputation of their deceast father, for surely if to honour our parents be a command to suffer them to be dishonoured must be criminal'.
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III
The language of insult employed by men and women sheds light on many of the components of credit and reputation that were considered important by middling commercial men. But when considered in isolation, this language paints a limited picture of reputation. In publicly slighting each other, they drew from an arsenal of abusive language, employing the insults that they felt would be most potent and effective.
Litigants were often engaged in pre-existing conflicts, and the words waged bore little relation to the larger issues at hand. But in lengthy defamation proceedings, litigants were given the opportunity to speak in more detail about their past behaviour, allowing them to claim credibility and discredit their opponents in more subtle ways. The court became a space to discuss appropriate male conduct within public commercial settings. Depositions suggest that credit was also derived from men's abilities to socialise appropriately according to new codes of polite behaviour. These codes were especially important to men engaged in business because they 'encouraged and regulated public conversation in order to make commercial transactions easier, resolve disputes, and facilitate economic and social exchanges between men of varying levels of status and wealth'. The type of speech that men used while socialising reflected their abilities to exercise reason, one of the primary components of manhood. 97 Men contrasted their speech to that of women, who were more prone to passion and 'meer scolding or flyting'. 98 Men hoping to discredit the words of others described their speech as feminine, calling it 'scolding, 'coeing' and 'gosoping'. 99 In contrast, words uttered by reasonable men had more meaning. As James Tweedie testified, his opponent's slanderous expression was especially harmful 'by its being often repeated and in the most voluntary, deliberate, obstinate manner; not merely in a mad rage or passion, but, as is expressly deponed to by all the witnesses, repeatedly after the defender had returned to a cool and dispassionate mood' [emphasis added].
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Pursuers used passionate behaviour as a way to discredit opponents and positively claim their own honour. Those complaining of defamation tended to emphasize their use of reason in contrast to the passionate outbursts of those who insulted them. In one case relating to a larger conflict over the payment of debts, the merchant John Murray told the court that when he tried to take the matter to reconciliation, 'the defender in place of accepting the friendly offer answered the same only with rage and passion'. 101 Honest men reacted calmly to passionate outbursts. The surgeon-apothecary James Smith was walking on the high street when a fellow surgeon John Clerk 'called out aloud to himhear you-are you ready to acknowledge this day before the persons I shall name that you By comparing insults against men with insults against women (though female cases represent a minority of the total cases), this article has been able to shed light on some of the points of overlap, divergence and interdependence of male and female reputation. In constructions of credit, gender and occupation or rank interacted, so that men and women in similar occupational positions derived their credit on similar terms.
The professional insults made against both sexes overlapped considerably. For both men and women in business, reputations for honesty and fairness were essential.
Male and female credit also diverged in suggestive ways. Though sexual reputation was important to both men and women, they experienced sexual insult on different terms. Men had the power to manipulate accusations of sexual misbehaviour, using it to claim power over women. Insults of rank and status were deployed only against men and not women. Furthermore, men framed their credit and negotiated it in 120 NAS, Watson v Gray, 1718, CC8/6/182. different ways, often in relation to women and to perceptions of female behaviour. Men in the consistory court sought constantly to augment their credit by setting their behaviour apart from women. This involved both framing the behaviour of adversaries in feminine terms, and emphasising their own manliness as non-feminine.
Perhaps the greatest point of divergence in male and female negotiation of credit was in the use of the court itself as a space to claim reputation. Both men and women had access to the court, but men chose to use it in much greater numbers. For men in eighteenth-century Edinburgh, the courtroom was a space of masculine competition and arbitration. Men used the court to compete in the marketplace. Initiating a case was a way of claiming respectability and of publishing one's character. Unlike in London,
where the middling sorts ceased to use the court system during the eighteenth century, defending one's self through legal means remained an honourable act in Edinburgh. As one litigant in 1760 claimed, 'no man will sit in a publick company and hear himself reproached with the odious names of villain and damned villain, without sueing for a proper vindication of his character, otherwise the world might very justly conclude that from his silence he deserved these epithets'.
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Recent studies have suggested that during the eighteenth century, economic credit underwent profound changes. Institutional mediation replaced personal bonds and communal reputations as the basis for credit relations. 122 Further research is required to clarify the nature of middling involvement in finance in Scotland. However, studies of Edinburgh's developing banking system during the period would seem to suggest that middling urban tradesmen had limited direct involvement in new forms of finance, representing only a minority of cash account holders at the Bank of Scotland. 123 This article has shown that throughout the period 1710-70, credit was consistently constructed and negotiated in social terms that were both deeply interpersonal and deeply gendered.
However, the forms, settings and arenas of reputation were changing and becoming interiorised. Insults moved indoors and happened before smaller crowds. Reputation was constructed and mediated and appropriate behaviour enforced within networks of association rather than in the wider community. In time, reputation would undergo even more profound shifts. The rituals of shame used in the consistory court to punish defamers would disappear, reflecting further changes in the substance, meaning and significance of honour, and in the relationship between the individual and his community.
But at least until 1770, for middling men, obtaining credibility and success in the Edinburgh marketplace was achieved by negotiating a set of masculine codes of honour and reputation.
